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BY 
BENNY TEO

This latest innovation from high 
performance shoemaker, FootJoy, 
is truly created to meet the 
demands of Tour-level vigour as 
well as soft, pliable comfort. 

Secured with dynamic low 
profile pulsar cleats under the 
foot, inside the shoe is a soft, 
stretch, one-piece Inner Fit Sleeve 
lasted underneath the insole 
board to provide a secure fit with 
no tongue slippage, enveloping 
the foot in comfort and control.

• Available at 
all authorised 

FootJoy 
outlets.

FJ FURY

It is called dedication when a 
sports brand makes only one 
pair of shoes for their star 
athlete that is commercially 
viable. That is what Under 
Armour has done with the third 
iteration of Jordan Spieth’s golf 
shoe. 

Simply named “Spieth 3”, 
these new shoes use patented 
rotational resistance and 
traction, both vertically and 
horizontally, to keep the feet on 
the ground as long as possible.

• Available at selected MST Golf 
stores. 

Enjoying rave reviews late last year, the Cobra King F9 has now launched 
a special edition Camo driver to commemorate the first Major of the year.

Featuring one-of-a-kind custom camo aesthetic that matches the 
custom Cobra x Vessel bag that Rickie Fowler carried during the Masters, 
its pattern matches the outlines of the United States and state of Georgia 
in a layered design 
or an aggressive and 
sophisticated look that 
is unmatched.

• Available at all 
authorised Cobra 
outlets.

CLEVELAND RTX 4 FORGED WEDGES

SCOTTY CAMERON PHANTOM X 

UNDER ARMOUR 
SPIETH 3

COBRA KING F9 SPEEDBACK DRIVER

CALLAWAY 
APEX 19 IRONS 

Interestingly, the official line that Cleveland took when naming 
an improvement for the RTX 4 wedge is that its 

specifications are especially made for Japan golfers. 
This could mean game improvement prowess but 

we also think it means that extra 
buttery touch, stemming from the 

use of super soft S20C forged 
steel to create this series.

Already known for producing 
extreme spin performance, 

there is now progressive centre 
of gravity adjustments made by 

manipulating the muscle back of 
each loft available in the series for 

better control over shotmaking and 
trajectory control.

• Available at all Pan-West outlets. 

The world’s most renowned putter maker has been really 
busy this start of the year. Not long after releaesing the new 
Select Fastback 2 and Squareback 1.5 mid-mallet putters, 
Scotty Cameron is back with a new line that includes nine 
high-tech mallets featuring tour preferred alignment cues and 
multiple shaft bends.

• Available at all authorised Titleist outlets. 

A forged iron that offers sublime 
control for the better player as 
well as improved distances, the 
new Callaway Apex 19 also offers 
that extra feel that top golfers 
look for. 
They do this by forging a 1025 
mild carbon steel body with 
proprietary elastic urethane 
microspheres that allow the 
club face to deflect without 
compromising COR or ball speed 
while giving the iron a sound and 
feel similar to urethane; much like 
the touch and softness of a golf 
ball

 
• Available at Transview Golf stores.


